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One of the most dramatic regional transformations in the history of the western

hemisphere was that of the Caribbean in the 17th century. The changes were both

numerous and profound. From an economic backwater, the area became an economic

laboratory, where the reign of capitalism was unchallenged. By the close of the century,

"(...) the basic character of the Caribbean economy had already been firmly established: it

was a plantation economy founded on the effective ownership of its resources by

metropolitan-based corporate institutions adapted to the overriding purpose of exploiting

imported labor and natural resources for metropolitan profit (...)."1 The economic

revolution produced a new demographic environment, as the coexistence of small

European and native populations gave way to a population of large groups of African

slaves and European indentured servants and wage laborers. The revolution, likewise,

had a huge impact on the natural environment, since the architects of the new

monoculture frequently neglected its ecological impact. Once Europeans cleared and

established plantations, the primeval forest, which prior Indian agriculture had touched

more lightly, receded quickly.2 But there is another aspect of change in the 17th-century

Caribbean that I would like to discuss in this paper: the imperial, or rather inter-imperial
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environment.

The early modern Caribbean has rarely been studied as a region in its own right. In

the period featured here,3 the islands and mainland areas that make up the (circum-)

Caribbean were considered mere appendages of the respective European empires. This

was in keeping with the economic logic inherent in the tenets of mercantilism: the

commerce of a nation's colonies should be closely regulated because the colonies only

existed for the benefit of the metropolis. Direct colonial exports to other colonies or rival

nations were absolutely forbidden, while colonial imports could only come from the

metropolis. Given their economic significance, autonomous political or cultural

developments in the Caribbean "possessions" were not allowed. Modern-day historians

have rarely questioned this line of thinking, and continue to use terms such as "the British

West Indies," "the French islands," etc. The national frameworks of historiography go

some way to explaining why this tradition has not been challenged. To counter the legacy

of mercantilist thinking, an outlook is needed from the inside out, from the Caribbean

itself. Only then do we discover that the remarkable commonalities in culture and

Weltanschauung among todays' Caribbean societies can then be traced back to the era of

classical colonialism. In the following, I will try to make a case for a regional approach to

the early modern Caribbean, by highlighting extra-imperial economic ties.

In 1687, a young man from the diocese of Toledo, Spain, set off on a voyage to the New

World. Prompted by curiosity and in search of adventure, he embarked on a long trip
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which would lead him to many parts of Spanish America. Gregorio Robles only returned

to his fatherland after fifteen years. He did not take any notes during his travels, but his

fabulous memory compensated for his inability to read and write. Most striking in the

account which he gave upon his return to a minister of the Council of the Indies, is how

routinely the prevailing laws were ignored in Spain's overseas provinces. Robles was

particularly mindful of contraband trade, and this many-headed monster was rearing its

head almost everywhere, especially in the (circum-)Caribbean.4

In Santo Domingo, Robles saw Dutch and English merchants come ashore and

move about as if they were at home, while he witnessed several foreigners keeping shops

in RΡo de la Hacha (New Granada), and publically weighing the hides and dyewood they

received in payment for their European merchandise. Not in all places could such free

trade take place without impunity. In Tamalameque, a small village elsewhere in New

Granada, Robles encountered a rebellious population, afraid of punishment by a corporal.

This, however, was exceptional. Smuggling seemed to be general practice, to Robles's

great dissatisfaction.5 If Robles had ventured to the French or English Caribbean, he

would have found evidence of smuggling as well. Perhaps it was less common, but in

French and British America the official mercantilist rules were bent or disregarded in

similar ways as in the Spanish New World.

Spain's transatlantic trade had already been regulated in the wake of the Conquest.

The Indies trade was preserved for merchants and vessels from Castile, and American

produce could only be shipped to Castile. Licensees were forbidden to trade with
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foreigners in the Indies, on pain of death and under penalty of loss of all property. English

colonial trade was not systematically regulated until after the Civil War, when the

Navigation Acts were enacted which defined a new framework for transatlantic trade.

The first Navigation Act of 1651 stipulated that it was forbidden to ship non-European

goods to England except in vessels owned by Englishmen. The second Act (of 1660)

dictated that a number of New World crops could only be carried to England.6

Just like the measures of their English counterparts, the steps of the French to limit

colonial trade to French nationals were inspired by the wish to end Dutch participation.

This was not an easy task, given the absolute Dutch dominance of trade with the French

West Indies in the 1650s and 1660s. The Dutch were supplying many slaves and large

amounts of linen goods to the French colonies, where some of them even lived and

owned property. But when minister Colbert founded the Compagnie des Indes Occidentales

in 1664, a company which would wield power and administer justice in the French

Antilles, trade with the Dutch was simultaneously outlawed. The French definition of

legal colonial trade was further elaborated in the eighteenth century.7

All these measures notwithstanding, unlicensed foreign traders were in actual

practice often not obstructed in any way. As Gregorio Robles found out, contraband trade

was widespread in Spanish America, partly because the very officials whose task it was to

suppress smuggling participated in it, or were remarkably permissive. The smugglers

were, of course, aware of that. Venezuelan merchants and the casual workers they hired

to conduct the illegal trade with foreign ships in the eighteenth century routinely paid
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slush money to the alcaldes (mayors) and the tenientes y justicia (justices of the peace). The

guardians of the law were also bought off with slaves, textiles, watches, and golden shoe-

buckles.8 What we today would consider as widespread corruption was a symptom of an

administrative system that differed widely from the ideal. In Venezuela, for one thing,

local authorities did not draw a fixed income because they were supposed to be well-off

and therefore not be dependent on their position. Nothing, however, could have been

further from the truth. These were not men of property. The tenientes and alcaldes were

recruited from the local population, the foremost inhabitants of a place filling the post of

alcalde by rotation. But it is not their limited means that not explain the complicity of these

men, nor their local origins. Nor did the behavior of wealthier officals sent from Spain

fundamentally differ from that of the Spaniards born in America. Officials of every rank

had to foment good relations with colonial elites, and it was these elites that quite often

had a large stake in the illegal imports and exports.

Officials, junior as well as senior, connived at the contraband trade, for they were,

after all, members of the communities in which they resided and had to think of their

personal relationships as well.9 Other officals were simply after personal enrichment, like

the agent of the Compagnie des Indes Occidentales which monopolized trade between

France and the French colonies. He was not above accepting Dutch bribes for permission

to introduce slaves, livestock and merchandise into the French islands in the Caribbean.10

In Spanish America, the most senior of all officials joined the ranks of the smugglers. In

1717, the Spanish Crown created the viceroyalty of New Granada, in a move to end, once
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and for all, the participation in the contraband trade by officials in that region. Soon,

however, the viceroy was found to be implicated himself, supporting illicit trafficking by

official decree, and cooperating with like-minded Cartagena officials. He was arrested in

1722 and one year later the viceroyalty was abolished altogether.11

Connivance, of course, had deeper roots than the corruptibility of officials. Local

elites exerted a strong pressure, as one scholar has argued: "The new social class of

colonial settlers, planters, and entrepreneurs was at once, in the English settlements,

Anglo-Saxon and anti-English, in the Spanish settlements pro-Hispanic and anti-Spanish,

in the French settlements Gallic and anti-French."12 Connivance was thus the way in

which metropolitan authorities responded to the mixture of loyalty and suspicion they

encountered among the local elite. Compromises were deened necessary, for strict

adherence to the law might prove incompatible with the interests of colonial commerce.

Likewise, enforcing the law was on occasion considered a greater threat to communal

peace than connivance. Peace and quiet were sometimes of greater importance than law

and order.

Social connections between officials and traders thus often prevented that the truth

about the legality of commercial transactions came to light. In the French Caribbean, the

few smugglers who were caught and condemned were almost invariably foreigners

unconnected to the local population. Frequently, when royal officials in the Spanish West

Indies seized a cargo, they wanted to take revenge on traders that had deceived them, or

apprehend personal enemies. Not that friendship sufficed for an illicit transaction to be
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legalized. Bribes and gifts were intrinsical features of the system, frequently blurring the

distinction between the private and public domains in British, Spanish, and French

America.13

The economic dependence on contraband trade crossed national, racial, and class

lines. In Venezuela, the Catholic clergy was in constant touch with Protestant merchants

from the Dutch islands. It was common practice that the products priests or monks sent to

the coast were not registered, which gave rise to various excesses. To the utter amazement

of a few sailors from the Dutch island of CuraΗao in 1731, a group of monks and other

clergymen embarked on their sloop dressed in their ritual vestments. They had come to

barter. The Capuchin Order even gave shelter to fugitive smugglers.14 Time after time the

Spanish authorities were astounded by the antics of the clergymen. One report about the

province of Caracas stated: "On the coasts of Caracas, I can assure you, they like a

Dutchmen more than the king, a very large part of the malefactors being priests, monks,

(...) and there are holy fathers in whose houses the Dutch supercargos of the vessels live,

while awaiting the moment they can collect their money."15

Smuggling became such an important feature of everyday life, that metropolitan

agents found it impossible to fight.16 As the governor of St. Domingue once said: "Since

the inhabitants are  all engaged in this commerce, they all guard an inviolable scret, and,

held back by the shame they would bring on themselves by denouncing their neighbors

(...), all threats in the world would not be able to make them falter, or make one of them a

traitor."17
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In some cases, restrictive measures could lead to full-blown protests and even

rebellions. Protests were often reactions to metropolitan attempts to regulate commerce

after a period of laissez-faire had accustomed the colonial population to de facto free trade.

The southern parts of Cuba were used to conduct commerce without interference on the

part of any officials, when suddenly new authorities were sent to their neck of the woods.

Their arrival led to three major revolts, in which hundreds of people participated. In

Venezuela, the appointment of a new justice of the peace in 1732 did not go down well

with the townsmen of San Felipe. The new incumbent was entitled to proceed against

officials of two neighboring places who had admitted to smuggling. The residents now

realized that they could count on a serious fight against contraband trade. The town of

San Felipe then launched a rebellion, which was soon crushed.18 Rebellions were

relatively rare, however, since colonial authorities usually struck compromises regarding

illicit trade.

Throughout the Caribbean, what is called here "smuggling" was in fact free

international trade, conducted wuth merchants living in nearby foreign colonies. The bulk

of French contraband trade in the Caribbean took place on Hispaniola. The few statistics

that have survived which relate to the transactions taking place between Saint-Domingue

and the Spanish half of the island deal mainly with the overland trade. Both parties

gained by this trade: Santo Domingo obtained European commodities which Spain was

unable to provide, and the French took delivery of cash and mules. Mules were imported

for their meat, but also to be used in the sugar mills. Sugar was not sold to the Spaniards,
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but its by-products rum and molasses were.19 Another "natural" connection was forged

between CuraΗao and Venezuela. In the course of one hundred and fifty years, the tempo

of contacts with the "coast of Caracas" rose steadily until six vessels returned from there

every week to CuraΗao by the mid-1780s.20 It was a year round business, but the

CuraΗaoan presence along the coast was especially evident when the Venezuelan cacao

was harvested. Similar close relations were established between English Jamaica and

Spanish Cartagena/Portobelo -- by 1700, the English themselves claimed that their trade

at Portobelo and Cartagena amounted to some six million pesos a year21 --, as well as the

Danes of St. Croix and Puerto Rico.22

Numerous communication networks sprang up throughout the region across

imperial boundaries. News about trade and privateering was passed on by Spanish

fishing boats, canoes or cargo ships on their way from one American port to another.

Besides this, information was obtained on desert islands, which served as meeting places

for traders from different empires.23 Likewise, transactions were also often prearranged

by a letter. Economic entwinement entailed more than the exchange of commodities.

CuraΗao's merchants regularly issued loans to the Spanish Americans or supplied them

with products on credit. Their debtors even included Spanish planters. If the Spanish did

not settle their debts, this could lead to serious problems on CuraΗao, since the money

entering the island was often shipped immediately to other Caribbean colonies or to

Amsterdam. Shipowners would fail to pay the sailors their monthly wages and merchants

were obliged to take out mortgages.24
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Not even warfare could halt friendly inter-imperial relations. The wars of the mid-

eighteenth century saw the frequent involvement of so-called flags of truce, ships sailing

under a peace flag, in smuggling. Crews of seized vessels and other prisoners of war were

shipped to colonies of their own nationality in view of the costs of their sustenance. The

ships fitted out for such missions enjoyed an immunity that was shamelessly abused to

conduct illicit trade. The patents for these vessels were even for sale on some Caribbean

islands.

Gradually, for the sake of convenience, neutral ports emerged to facilitate

commerce between traders of various nationalities, especially in war years. These ports

included Danish St. Thomas, Dutch St. Eustatius, and the British Virgin Islands. Although

St. Eustatius could only boast a modest sugar production, the transactions involving

sugar conducted on the island were very numerous, mostly taking place between

Englishmen and Frenchmen.25 The port of Montecristo in Santo Domingo had a similar

function during the Seven Years' War (1756-63). The neutral ports, opened to flags of all

nations, thrived in the season of war. The Governor of Barbados noted that through the

Danish island, Bostonians traded with the enemy. St. Thomas "in time of war ever has

been and is the staple for all sort of indirect and illegal trade and commerce."26 How

important trade at these ports could be, may be illustrated by a figure from 1745. Only

one ship reached Guadeloupe from the French metropolis in that year, compared to 168

arriving from St. Eustatius.27 "This trade involved a considerable amount of connivance

on the part of the shippers - forged clearance papers, partial entries, and mis-labelled
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packages -and also a certain amount of connivance on the part of customs officials."28

The willingness to make compromises reinforced the tendency for the Caribbean

colonies to develop separately from the metropoles. This tendency stemmed from the

pride felt by local elites about the key position they and their islands occupied in the

imperial networks. In addition, as we have seen, proximity of other empires was a major

factor. Nowhere in the world did such a concentrated set of colonies exist with different

imperial allegiances. As Julius Scott has argued, there was a "Caribbean reality of a

regional community where geographic proximity was often more important than national

boundaries."29

The cumulative effect of decades of compromise and connivance in CuraΗao was a

wide variety of unwritten laws, which tended to deviate substantially from those upheld

in the metropolis. These island laws pertained to many different aspects of colonial life.

Thus, to accommodate the poor of the island, marriage services were allowed to be

performed in private houses.30 Furthermore, the distinction between burghers and others

became blurred. True, each man -- Dutch-born or not -- who took up his abode on the

island, was registered with the civic guard after a stay of one year and six weeks.31 But

beyond military obligations, "citizenship" lost its rationale. In the Dutch Republic,

criminal cases against burghers were settled in ordinary procedures, in which the

defendant had the right to counsel. Former sailors, vagabonds, and beggars, however,

were tried in extraordinary procedures, which implied that they could be apprehended

without difficulty and, if convicted, they awaited corporal rather than financial
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punishment.32 In CuraΗao's port town of Willemstad, however, no distinction was made

between ordinary and extraordinary procedures. What is more, a resident who was

suspected of a crime but failed to appear in court, did not have to be afraid of being

arrested. If he did turn up and lost the lawsuit, he would be wise to enter an appeal, since

it meant that the case would be shelved.33 The same sluggishness, incidentally, surfaced in

Suriname, as one governor noticed shortly after his arrival. Over four hundred legal cases

were still undecided, many of them postponed indefinitely by the Court of Justice.34

Divisive issues were often settled in favor of CuraΗao's settlers, as Company

officials chose the line of least resistance. A serious problem, for instance, was the

encroachment of private planters on Company land. For dozens of years, no governor

dared take the matter in hand, until it was too late to turn back the clock and reclaim

Company land.35 In the same vein, numerous islanders successfully evaded the slave poll

tax, as Company officials were afraid to collect the money.36

Sometimes the metropolitan agents got up their high horse, as in the case of the

import duties. In practice, no taxes were levied on products imported on Dutch vessels

from Spanish colonies. This regulation, which was never formalized, compensated for the

losses that shipowners were often forced to sustain. The provision fell into abeyance in

wartime. The neutral stance maintained by the Dutch Republic throughout most

eighteenth-century wars allowed Dutch vessels free run of the coasts of the Spanish

Caribbean, but as CuraΗaoan shipping was no longer running any risks in buying

Spanish articles, import duties were now levied.37 By the 1780s, however, CuraΗaoan
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traders were convinced that Spanish American crops by definition were exempt from

import duties. The West India Company directors eventually had their way, and judged

that all types of commerce were subject to customs duties. Local pressure, however,

forced the Company shortly afterwards to decide that a wide range of products -- coffee,

hides, indigo, dyewood, and tobacco -- would be exempt from export duty.38

Regionalism in the Caribbean meant not only that metropolitan ukases were

ignored or modified, it also implied the development of commercial, cultural, and

personal relations within the area. Since an exchange of crops, commodities, as well as

cultural elements took place on a daily basis, the Caribbean developed along culturally

hybrid lines, presenting a remarkable counterpoint to both Anglo-Saxon North America

and Catholic Hispanic America, where a single colonial power left its imprint on the

whole region.39 The architecture of Bridgetown, Barbados, acquired a distinctly Dutch

flavor, while CuraΗao's predominantly Catholic population listened in church on

Sundays to a Spanish priest.40 Likewise, several Danish and Dutch possessions acquired a

polyglot character. A point in case is the erosion of the Dutch language in St. Eustatius

and its neighboring colony of St. Maarten. By the early eighteenth century, these

Caribbean islands were culturally overshadowed by their English neighbors. Barely one

out of every ten residents of Dutch St. Maarten -- the other half of the island was and is

French -- understood Dutch in 1722; most of them were actually Englishmen or

Frenchmen who used English as their language of communication.41 Half a century later,

a Dutch fleet commander visiting St. Eustatius remarked that the colony had virtually
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nothing in common with the metropolis: "The inhabitants' way of life, with regard to

morals, manners, clothing, and the design of houses, is so perfectly English, that only a

flag is needed to make the Dutch island of St. Eustatius completely English."42 The French

islands also adopted elements of English culture. The leaders of a revolt in Martinique in

1717, for instance, called for a local government of two chambers in accordance with the

English model.43 Finally, communication networks not only linked traders, but also arose

among enslaved blacks, carrying news of special interest all over the Caribbean. Maroon

wars in Jamaica and nearby Cuba may have influenced one another in the 1730s, while

later in the century, even before the outbreak of the great rebellion in Saint-Domingue,

rumors were spread across national and linguistic boundaries forecasting the end of

slavery. The growth of cities and the expansion of commerce in the eighteenth century

helped foster such contacts.44

 It has been argued that "beyond the Line", i.e. west of the longitude of the

outermost of the Azores and south of the Tropic of Cancer, there rarely was peace of any

kind in the early modern period.45 To suggest, however, that the Caribbean was

permanently prey to international conflict would be stretching the truth. As this paper has

tried to underscore, policies designed in European capitals were frequently ignored or

interpreted in favor of local elites. Moreover, the proximity of foreign colonies and the

absence of an undisputed regional superpower created an environment that stimulated

commercial exchange and cultural cross-fertilization. While a true Caribbean identity did

not emerge until the twentieth century, its contours had first appeared in another era.
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